Vasiliev's higher spin supergravity theory on three dimensional anti-de Sitter space is studied and, in particular, the partition function is computed at one loop level. The dual conformal field theory is proposed to be the N = (2, 2) CP N Kazama-Suzuki model in two dimensions. The proposal is based on symmetry considerations and comparison of the bulk partition function with the conformal field theory. Our findings suggest that the theory is strong-weak self-dual. *
Introduction
In [1] Gaberdiel and Gopakumar suggested a holographic duality relating a bosonic higher spin theory on three dimensional anti-de Sitter space (AdS 3 ) [2, 3] to a large N limit of a certain two dimensional conformal field theory (CFT 2 ). This is a three dimensional version of the duality proposed by Klebanov and Polyakov [4] which states that a Vasiliev's higher spin theory on AdS 4 [5] is dual to the three dimensional O(N) vector model. These can be interpreted as simplified versions of AdS/CFT correspondence [6] , and they provide a good terrain to test and understand holography deeper. In particular, holographic dualities between higher spin gravity on AdS 3 and a large N limit of a two-dimensional conformal field theory have the advantage that both theories can be fairly well studied. In this paper, we would like to propose a supersymmetric version of the duality in [1] . In general, it is a natural and good idea to add supersymmetry as supersymmetric theories are often better behaved than their bosonic counterparts.
The higher spin gravity used in [1] is a truncated version of Prokushkin and Vasiliev's 3d supersymmetric theory [2, 3] with infinite towers of higher spin fields coupled to massive matter. The truncated version contains one infinite tower of higher spin fields with symmetry algebra hs [λ] , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, and two complex scalar particles having the same mass which is related to the parameter λ by Without coupling to matter, the higher spin algebra can be cut off at some finite spin N. The theory is described by the 3d Chern-Simons theory based on two copies of sl(N) [7] , and the asymptotic symmetry near the boundary is found to be the W N algebra [8, 9, 10, 11] . This is in turn the symmetry of the W N minimal coset model
With the help of this fact, it was proposed in [1] that the dual CFT is given by taking "the 't Hooft limit" of the W N minimal coset where we are send N, k → ∞, but keep the 't Hooft coupling
fixed.
Besides this check via asymptotic symmetry, the conjectured duality was also checked by seeing that the RG flow of the coset theory could be reproduced by the bulk theory [1] . And even more impressing, it is possible to check that the partition function of the coset CFT matches the one loop determinant of the bulk theory. The one loop determinant was calculated in [12, 1] and contains the vacuum character of the W algebra as a factor.
The remaining part corresponds to the massive matter and is captured on the CFT side as (multi-particle) finite fusion products of the four representations dual to the massive matter [13] . The conjecture is that those states which are created via fusion, but do not compare to the bulk spectrum, decouple in the 't Hooft limit. There has been further checks considering three-and four-point functions [14, 15, 16] , but they have revealed some unsolved puzzles relating to the decoupling of the remaining states.
The large N limits of other cosets have been considered in [17] , and the case where one considers WB N and WD N algebras instead of the above used WA N algebras are investigated in [18, 19] . Recently, an attempt to construct dS 3 /CFT 2 is made in [20] . Moreover, the gravity duals of minimal models without the large N limit are proposed in [21] . In this paper we would like to go in another direction and construct an N = 2 supersymmetric version of the duality proposed in [1] .
Let us first consider the gravity theory without matter and with the spin truncated s ≤ N + 1. We do this by considering the Chern-Simons theory based on the copies of the supergroup sl(N + 1|N) instead of sl(N), as was also suggested by Ahn [18] . The supergravity algebra is found for N = 1 where sl(2|1) ≃ osp(2|2) and this theory was first studied in [22] , see also [23] in our context. We now add massive matter and will have to consider an infinite tower of higher spins. The bulk theory should be the untruncated theory given in [2, 3] . The higher spins generate a symmetry algebra which we denote by shs [λ] . 1 The matter forms a 3d N = 2 massive hypermultiplet which contains two extra scalars with mass For the dual 2d CFT we consider the asymptotic symmetry of the finite spin bulk theories. For Chern-Simons theory with sl(N + 1|N) symmetry, the asymptotic symmetry is the N = 2 super W N +1 algebra. A minimal model with symmetry given by the N = 2 super W N +1 algebra is the CP N Kazama-Suzuki coset [24] SU(N + 1) k × SO(2N) 1 SU(N) k+1 × U(1) N (N +1)(k+N +1)
.
(1.6)
From this consideration, we propose that the dual CFT of the higher spin supergravity theory is given by the 't Hooft limit (1.3) of the super coset (1.6). The limit must take this form since the case in [1] is a truncation of this theory. Interestingly, the coset possesses a level-rank duality [25] which in the 't Hooft limit looks like a strong-weak duality exchanging the couplings
In the higher spin bulk theory we see similar features. The organization of this paper is as follows. We start by introducing higher spin supergravity in section 2. The higher spin theory is a large N limit of SL(N + 1|N) ⊗ SL(N + 1|N) Chern-Simons theory. We then discuss the asymptotic symmetry of the theory. In section 3 and 4 we compute the gravity partition function. Here section 4 is the detailed computation of the one loop determinant for higher spin fermionic particles. The result is summarized in (3.7) and actually this is one of the main findings of this paper. In section 5 we compare the bulk partition function with the dual CFT. We find that the vacuum character of the N = (2, 2) W algebra agrees with the massless part of the bulk partition function. We then use supersymmetry considerations as well as level-rank duality to observe that the bulk partition function is indeed a very reasonable candidate for the CFT partition function. Finally, we suggest four states corresponding to the massive bulk matter. The characters of these states are related to the known characters of the coset considered by Gaberdiel and Gopakumar (1.2) and we calculate them to low order and make a comparison with the bulk partition function. We then conclude with future directions. In appendix A the infinite dimensional algebras hs [λ] and shs [λ] are reviewed, and in appendix B the heat kernel method of [26, 27] is explained with two important examples.
Higher spin AdS 3 supergravity
Higher spin AdS 3 supergravities can be defined as supergroup Chern-Simons theories [22] . We are going to study SL(N + 1|N) ⊗ SL(N + 1|N) Chern-Simons theory, and its asymptotic symmetry around the AdS boundary. The higher spin sector of the Vasiliev's theory [2, 3] can be described by the shs[λ] ⊗ shs[λ] Chern-Simons theory [7] where shs [λ] can be thought of as a large N limit, or analytical continuation, of sl(N + 1|N), see appendix A. In the next subsection, we introduce the Chern-Simons theory with sl(N + 1|N) symmetry and study its spectrum. In subsection 2.2 we find that the asymptotic symmetry near the boundary is N = (2, 2) super W N +1 algebra.
Chern-Simons formulation
In 2+1 dimensions, Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant is known to be equivalent to Chern-Simons theory with action [22] 
where
The gauge fields A,Ã take values in sl(2) ⊕ sl (2) . For the moment, we focus on the part corresponding to A.
where J a (a = 1, 2, 3) generates sl(2) algebra, the parameterk is related to the Newton constant ask
Here ℓ is the AdS radius and it will be set to one, ℓ = 1, in the following. The theory is invariant under the gauge transformations
In order to relate to the pure gravity theory in the first order formulation, we may combine gauge fields as ǫ abc ω c µ is the spin connection. In order to supersymmetrize the gravity theory, we have to replace the Lie algebra by the Lie superalgebra along with the supertrace instead of the ordinary trace. A supergravity theory may be defined by OSP(p|2) ⊗ OSP(q|2) Chern-Simons theory [22] . The theory has N = p + q supersymmetry, and p and q gravitini have the opposite signature of "mass" induced by the curvature of AdS space. These fields also couple with O(q) ⊗ O(p) Chern-Simons theory. More generic cases are considered in [23] , where they use a type of supergroup with bosonic subgroup of the form SL(2) ⊗ G.
In the bosonic case, the generalization to a higher spin gravity theory can be obtained by replacing the algebras with sl(N) or hs[λ] [7] . The SL(N) ⊗ SL(N) Chern-Simons theory includes higher spin gauge fields up to spin s ≤ N. For recent developments, see [8, 9, 11] . In order to construct a higher spin AdS 3 supergravity theory, we use the Lie superalgebra sl(N + 1|N) or the infinite dimensional superalgebra shs [λ] . The gravity theory we would like to consider is the Vasiliev's theory [2, 3] , and its massless part may be described by Chern-Simons theory with shs[λ] symmetry. The theory also includes massive scalars and spin 1/2 spinors coupled with the higher spin fields. In this section we only consider the massless part.
As in [11] we decompose the sl(N + 1|N) element in terms of a sl(2) subalgebra as follows (see (29) of [28] for instance)
(2.6)
For shs [λ] we can naively take the N → ∞ for the upper bound of the product. This is the principal sl(2) embedding used for the Hamiltonian reduction of sl(N +1|N) WZNW model to obtain N = 2 super Toda theory (see, for instance, [29] ). The first sl(2) may be referred to as the "gravitational" one since it is the usual spin 2 gravity sector introduced in the beginning of this section. The other part g (s) is in the 2s −1 dimensional representation of sl (2) . One merit of this decomposition is that the elements of integer s part are commuting variables and the elements of half-integer s part are anti-commuting variables. In other words, the spin-statistic relation holds in this case since s is the spin for the Lorentz transformation.
We denote the generators of the Lie superalgebra as (see appendix A)
with |n| ≤ s − 1, |r| ≤ s − 1/2. The first two sets of generators are Grassmann even and the last one is Grassmann odd. Here V (2)+ n (n = 0, ±1) are the generators of gravitational sl (2) . The gauge fields A,Ã are expanded as
Namely, there are higher spin gauge fields
with |n| ≤ s − 1 for the bosonic part. Here s = 2, 3, · · · for a = +, and the s = 2 part is the gravitational sl(2) sub-sector. Moreover, s = 1, 2, · · · for a = −. Further, there are fermionic higher spin gauge fields 
Asymptotic symmetry
We would like to study the asymptotic symmetry of the Chern-Simons theory near the boundary of AdS space. We consider a space which is a product of a disk and the time direction, and their coordinates are (ρ, θ) and t. Here the radial coordinate is ρ and the boundary is at ρ → ∞. The other coordinates (t, θ) are the boundary coordinates. Gauge transformations allow us to set
where A ± = A θ ± A t . Here a(t + θ) is arbitrary and it can be expanded in the basis (2.7). For the application to the AdS/CFT correspondence, we should assign a boundary condition corresponding to the asymptotical AdS space. After assigning the condition, we can set [8, 9, 11] 
(2.12)
The residual gauge transformation preserving the gauge fixing condition is given by
which leads to
at fixed time t. Here λ(θ) can be expanded in terms of (2.7). In the presence of boundary, the gauge transformation does not always generate a physically equivalent state. In fact, the gauge transformation with λ(θ) not vanishing at the boundary generates physical symmetries. These symmetries are generated by the boundary charges
From the original Chern-Simons action, we can obtain the classical Poisson brackets. Now that we have assigned a gauge fixing and AdS boundary condition, the phase space is reduced from the original one. Since the classical Poisson brackets for the reduced phase space are given by
we have
Computing the Poisson brackets explicitly, we can obtain the classical Poisson structure of L ± s (θ) and G ± r (θ). In practice, we compute (2.14) with arbitrary λ(θ). In general a(θ) + δa(θ) is not of the form (2.12), and the restriction to this form gives constraints on λ(θ). After solving the conditions, we can in principle obtain the classical Poisson structure and from it we can read off the asymptotic symmetry of the gravity theory.
2
It is actually pointed out in [9, 11] that the condition coming from imposing the AdS boundary condition (2.12) is equivalent to the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of the corresponding current algebra. Therefore, we expect that for the case with sl(N + 1|N) the classical Poisson structure is the one for N = 2 W N +1 algebra since we use the sl(2) principal embedding used for the Hamiltonian reduction [29] . As pointed out in [9] , the higher spin part does not modify the sl(2) subsector, therefore the asymptotic symmetry algebra includes the Virasoro algebra with the central charge
For shs [λ] , there might be subtleties since it is infinite dimensional. The detailed investigation is left for future work.
Supergravity partition function
In this subsection we compute the partition function of Vasiliev's theory with symmetry shs[λ] ⊗ shs [λ] . The partition function is important as it allows us to read off the spectrum of the theory. The partition function of the bosonic sub-sector was computed in [1] (see also [26, 12] ), and the computation for the fermionic sub-sector is new.
Higher spin gauge fields
We start from the massless higher spin gauge fields. In the Chern-Simons formulation, the gauge field A can be expanded as (2.8), and the bosonic fields and fermionic fields are as in (2.9) and (2.10). We want to compute the one loop contribution of these fields to the thermal partition function. Thus we consider the thermal AdS space, where the boundary is a torus with modular parameter q = exp(2πiτ ).
The one loop determinants of spin s ≥ 2 gauge fields were computed in [12] utilizing the heat kernel method [26, 27] . See also appendix B. Our theory is in the first order formulation, and by integrating over the connection-like fields ω (s)n µ,± in (2.9) we obtain the action for e (s)n µ,± in (2.9) with second order derivatives. In order to map from the frame-like formulation to the metric-like formulation, we have to change basis. Notice that e (s)n µ,± with |n| ≤ s − 1 can be described by symmetric traceless expressions as e ± µa 1 ···a s−1 with a i = 1, 2, 3. Then we define gauge fields with higher spin s as
2 Since we are dealing with normalizable modes for the massive scalars and spin 1/2 spinors, these fields do not contribute to the asymptotic symmetry. Therefore, we just need to focus on the massless part.
Hereē a µ is the background dreibein on the AdS space, and the parenthesis denotes the complete symmetrization of the indices enclosed. The free action for these fields on the AdS space was obtained in [30] (see also, e.g., [31] ). Using the action, the partition function at one loop level was computed in [12] . For spin s ≥ 2 gauge fields, it is obtained as
As the subscripts indicate, the Laplacian ∆ on the AdS space acts only for the transverse traceless components of spin s and s − 1 gauge fields. Applying the formula (B.1), the one loop determinants can be computed. The results are
In appendix B we show that this expression actually holds even for s = 1.
Our theory also includes the fermionic fields (2.10). Before dealing with our theory, let us review the case with OSP(1|2) ⊗ OSP(1|2) Chern-Simons theory. The dual theory should be an N = (1, 1) superconformal field theory in two dimensions, and the partition function of the Chern-Simons theory was proposed in [32] by making use of the boundary degrees of freedom. The partition function at one loop level is Z
F , where the fermionic part is
As discussed above, the Chern-Simons theory has two Majorana gravitini with the opposite signature of mass term, and the partition function of the sector was directly computed in [12] as
which leads to (3.4) with the help of (B.1). For generic s ≥ 2, the partition function has not been computed yet. It will be obtained in the next section, which is a central result of this note. As in the bosonic case, we change the basis from ψ 
The other fermionic fieldsψ α,± µ 1 ···µs are defined in the same way. In the next section we find that the one loop determinant is
for a pair of ψ α,a µ 1 ···µs andψ α,a µ 1 ···µs with a = + or a = −. Notice that the pair has the opposite signature of mass as mentioned before.
Massive scalars and spin 1/2 spinors
The Vasiliev's theory includes massive scalars and fermions coupled to higher spin gauge fields [2, 3] . Explicitly, there are 4 complex massive scalars and 4 massive Dirac fermions with masses
where there are two bosons for each of the two masses M B ± and two fermions for each M F ± . As in [1] , we restrict the range of parameter as 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. For a scalar field with −1 ≤ M 2 + ≤ 0 we can choose two types of boundary conditions. In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, see [33] . Since one N = 2 chiral multiplet includes two scalars and two fermions, we can separate our scalars and fermions into two groups. Following [1] we assign the opposite boundary conditions to the two groups. We have to assign the same type of boundary conditions to the fields in the same group in order to preserve the N = 2 supersymmetry. The dictionary between the mass and the conformal dimension of boundary theory is given by
for a massive scalar and a massive spin 1/2 fermion, respectively. The conformal dimensions of dual fields are thus
for each group. The partition functions for massive scalars and spinors can be computed by using the heat kernel method as for the higher spin gauge fields. For a complex scalar field associated with (h, h), the partition function at one loop is given in [26, 1] 
(3.11)
3 According to (3.22) and (3.23) of [2] , the masses are (M
2 ν 2 for bosons and fermions, respectively. We first need to change the definition of mass for the scalar field to the standard one as
). Then we set AdS radius to be one as (
). Finally we change
For a Dirac spin 1/2 spinor associated with (h, h − 1/2) and (h − 1/2, h), the partition function is computed in appendix B as
3.3 A summary of supergravity partition function
Here we summarize the partition function of the supergravity theory at the one-loop level. The contribution from higher spin fields is 13) where the factor from each sector is given in (3.3) and (3.7) as
The total contribution is then given by 15) where the contribution from the massive fields is written as
with (3.11) and (3.12)
From the above expression, we can see the relation to the bosonic model considered in [1] . Let us split the partition function of the shs bulk model into the contribution from the bosons and the fermions:
The bosonic higher spin theory considered by Gaberdiel and Gopakumar with coupling λ has one loop partition function [1]
Thus the bosonic part of the partition function is the same as the product of two bosonic higher spin partition functions with parameters λ and 1−λ respectively and an additional spin-1 sector:
4 One loop determinant of higher spin fermion
We compute the partition function for the free theory of fermionic half-integer spin particles on AdS space as in eq. (3.7). The partition function for the special case with spin 3/2 gravitino was already obtained in [27] . For the computation, we follow the strategy of [27, 12] by making use of the free theory found in [34] .
Free theory of higher spin fermion
First of all, we need the action for the higher spin fermionic fields in the free limit. One possibility is to take the free limit of our Chern-Simons theory. We choose to take a different route. At the flat space the free action for higher spin fields can be obtained uniquely if we assume the gauge symmetry of the form
as shown in [35] . Then the effects of curvature of AdS space can be introduced uniquely. Thus we can safely use the action obtained in this way. We start from the flat space example and then move to AdS space. We introduce a fully symmetric spinor-tensor ψ α µ 1 ···µs . Here we use two component Dirac spinors and the spin index will be often suppressed. The gamma matrices are defined by {Γ µ , Γ ν } = 2g µν . The field equation is given by [36] (for a review see [31] )
Here the rule of parentheses is the same as the one adopted in [9] . Namely, it is a complete symmetrization of the indices enclosed, with the minimal possible number of terms and without any normalization. The equation is invariant under the gauge transformation
Here the Γ-traceless condition arises naturally as shown in [35] . If we assign triple Γ-traceless constraint,
leads to the above field equation. The Euclidean signature is assumed for the space-time, but it is easy to move to the Minkowski space-time.
In AdS space, we should replace the derivative ∂ µ by the covariant derivative ∇ µ on AdS space. A useful formula is 6) where the Riemann curvature tensor for AdS 3 is given by
The AdS radius will be set to one, ℓ = 1, as before. The kinetic term is obtained from (4.5), or explicitly as
The naive gauge transformation may be given by (4.3) with the derivative replaced by the covariant derivative. However, the above kinetic term is not invariant under the transformation since the covariant derivative does not commute with each other. In order to make the action gauge invariant, we add a mass term as
(4.10)
Moreover, we shift the gauge transformation as
Here we can take the both signs of mass as ζ = ±. The conditions
are the same as in the flat space case. Before moving to the analysis of the free theory, let us remark the relation to the Chern-Simons formulation. First, the triple Γ-traceless constraint (4.12) can be obtained from the traceless condition for a i indices of ψ µa 1 ···a s−1 through the change of basis (3.6). Next, the relation of fields can be obtained as follows. In a Euclidean space, we may treat ψ (s) andψ (s) as independent variables. Integrating by parts, we can see that the Dirac equation for each field has the opposite signature of the mass term. Thus two Majorana fermions with opposite signature of mass in the Chern-Simons formulation should be identified with one Dirac fermion in the theory obtained in this subsection. In order to relate the equations of motion of both theories, we have to define dual variables such as ψ
Degrees of freedom
Let us count the degrees of freedom as in [12] . A complete symmetric tensor-spinor of rank s in three dimensions has (s + 1)(s + 2)/2 × 2 components. The multiplication of 2 arises since we are dealing with two component spinors. On the other hand, there are as many triple Γ-traceless constraints as rank (s − 3) tensor-spinor components. Therefore, the total number of components is 6s. The gauge parameter is a complete symmetric tensor-spinor of rank (s − 1) subject to Γ-traceless constraints. Thus the number of independent gauge parameters is 2s. Now the action for the spinor is of first order, so there are 2s constraints [35] . In this way, we have a topological theory without any propagating modes.
As emphasized in [12] , it is an crucial task to decompose the fields in an appropriate way. Following the analysis of the gravitino in [27] , we decompose the fields as
We decompose furthermore the Γ-traceless part as
and ψ (η)
Here η (s−1) satisfies the Γ-traceless condition as
We see that 2 components are transverse Γ-traceless as 
One loop determinant
In the path integral formulation, we can obtain the partition function as the product of one loop determinants by integrating over the fields. We compute the partition function by separating the field into three parts. As in (4.13) we decompose the field into Γ-trace partψ (s−1) and Γ-traceless part ψ T (s) . Moreover, we have to fix the gauge, then the contribution from the Faddeev-Popov ghosts arises. We first consider the Γ-traceless part. After fixing the gauge, we compute the ghost contribution, then we evaluate the Γ-trace part. Finally we combine these three parts.
The Γ-traceless part
We start from the Γ-traceless part with ψ T (s) in (4.13). The Lagrangian (4.9) for this part is simplified as
The Γ-traceless part is also divided into the transverse modes and the longitudinal modes as in (4.14). For the transverse traceless components, we have the one loop determinant
Here the subscripts imply that the derivative acts on transverse traceless part of spin (s + 1/2) spinor. For the longitudinal modes, we should put the expression of (4.15) into the action (4.19). In order to do so, we may compute
where ≃ means equality up to Γ-exact term. The action is obtained by multiplyingψ
from the left, so the Γ-exact term is irrelevant. Here we have changed the modes from ψ (η) (s) to η (s) , thus we have to take into account the Jacobian Z (η) (s) . One way to get the Jacobian is to compute
(4.22)
Now the Gaussian weight is
From this we can see that the complicated contribution from the multiplication ofψ (η) (s) to (4.21) cancels the Jacobian. Therefore, the contribution from the longitudinal modes is summarized as
where the subscripts imply that the derivative acts on traceless part of spin (s − 1/2) spinors.
Ghost contribution
If we naively put the Γ-trace part into the action (4.9), then we would have a quite complicated expression. In order to simplify the computation, we choose a convenient gauge. With the decomposition of (4.13) and (4.14), the gauge transformation is given by
With this gauge transformation, we set the form ofψ (s−1) aŝ
From (4.25) the Faddeev-Popov determinant is found to be
Combining the contribution from η (s−1) (4.24), we have
Since the formula (B.1) can be applied only for transverse modes, we should rewrite this determinant furthermore. Introduce a Dirac tensor-spinor θ (s−1) of rank (s − 1) subject to the Γ-traceless constraint
Then the one loop determinant of the ghost can be written as
As always, we decompose θ (s−1) into the transverse modes and the longitudinal modes as
Here the Γ-traceless condition leads to Precisely speaking, we are interested in the ghost contribution, which is the inverse of it. For the longitudinal part θ
as for η (s−1) . The Jacobian due to the change from θ (ξ) (s−1) to ξ (s−2) can be analyzed in the same way as for η (s−1) , and the one loop contribution from this term is found as 36) or its inverse for the corresponding ghost contribution. Totally, we may rewrite the contribution as
) .
(4.37)
Next we will see that the contribution from the Γ-trace modes cancels the one from θ (ξ) (s−1) .
The Γ-trace part
We fixed the gauge as in (4.27) such that the expression becomes simpler. Let us see that this is indeed the case. Due to the gauge fixing, we just need to compute the action in terms of ψ µ 1 ···µs = g (µ 1 µ 2ψ µ 3 ···µs) .
(4.38)
We start from the kinetic term. It is useful to use the expression of (4.5) with the covariant derivative, since now we have
With the new variable the kinetic term becomes
Next we move to the mass term. The expression of (4.10) reduces to
Thus, the action is quite simple in the gauge fixing (4.27) as expected. The one loop contribution from this part is obtained as
(4.42)
This cancels the contribution from θ (ξ) (s−1) as mentioned above.
Total contribution
Our Chern-Simons theory has four Majorana tensor-spinors with spin s + 1/2, and the mass of two spinors has opposite signature compared to those of the other two. From the argument in the end of section 4.1, they are mapped to two Dirac tensor-spinors of rank s in the free theory (4.9). For one Dirac fermion, the partition function is obtained as
by combining the results obtained so far. As in appendix D of [27] , we have
where we define ∆ = ∇ µ ∇ µ . Thus the one loop contribution is written as
The application of the heat kernel method in appendix B leads to log Z (s)
Therefore, we have
as stated in (3.7).
As dual CFT we propose the N = 2 CP N model, that is the Kazama-Suzuki coset [24] (for a review see, e.g., [38] )
The central charge of this model is c = 3Nk/(k + N + 1). We are interested in the 't Hooft limit N, k → ∞ keeping
finite. Note that the central charge is invariant under the exchange of the level k and the rank N, we will comment on this level-rank duality below. Keeping this symmetry explicit, the central charge scales as
The vacuum character
Ito [39] showed that the symmetry of the N = 2 CP N coset is the N = 2 W N +1 algebra.
This algebra is defined as the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of g = sl(N +1|N) corresponding to the principal embedding of sl (2) . Denote by m the m dimensional representation of sl (2) . Then the adjoint of g decomposes as
Here g 0 and g 1 are Grassmann even and odd, respectively. See (2.6) as well. Thus the N = 2 super W N +1 algebra is generated by bosonic fields, two for each spin from 2 to N, and one of spin 1 and of spin N + 1. These generate the bosonic subalgebrâ
The fermionic fields come in pairs of spin from 3/2 to N + 1/2. Using Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt basis, the generic vacuum character is
As in [1] , we assume that the null vectors do not modify the answer in the 't Hooft limit.
Comparing with the bulk, we see
where Z 0 is defined in (3.13) . This is in perfect agreement with the massless part of the bulk higher spin theory.
Supersymmetry considerations of the partition function
Let us recall that the bulk partition function is written in (3.15) in the following way
with (3.16) We are considering the N = (2, 2) CP N sigma model. The bosonic CP N sigma model has the following level-rank duality [40] 
Note, that the world-sheet supersymmetric sigma model of the level-rank dual coset does not possess extended N = (2, 2) superconformal symmetry, but only N = (1, 1) superconformal symmetry. This is a well-known issue for level-rank dual theories [41, 42] . The level-rank duality is merely a one-to-one correspondence of the branching functions i.e. of structure of the spectrum. Now the level-rank dual bosonic coset model is precisely the coset model models considered in [1] . Due to the exchange of the level and the rank the 't Hooft parameter takes the form
We know, that the partition function takes the form [1]
The last part is exactly the vacuum character of the W ∞ [1−λ]-algebra. The first two parts correspond to the scalars in the bulk theory. Let us now look back to our supersymmetric partition function (5.7). We see that the first part corresponds to the top components of the N = (1, 1) supersymmetry multiplet of weight h = (1 − λ)/2, while the second part corresponds to the bottom components of the N = (1, 1) supersymmetry multiplet of weight h = λ/2.
Decomposing coset characters
Following [43] we use the conformal embedding of SU(N) 1 × U(1) N → SO(2N) 1 . In the action this is simply the rewriting of the Majorana fermions into Dirac fermions. Note that the SU(N) and U(1) in the denominator is naturally embedded separately into the two factors. If we now decompose the SU(N + 1) k according to SU(N) k × U(1) N (N +1)k , then the denominator factors are also naturally embedded into the two factors separately. This gives the following factorization
which is just a shorthand for the glueing of characters of the coset. For the first coset we do a rank-level duality or T-equivalence as in last subsection
and we obtain
(5.14)
Note that in this case we have just used, the level-rank duality is a one-to-one correspondence of branching functions. To our knowledge the exact form of this correspondence is not known. However, this clearly means, that the character in the 't Hooft limit of the N = (2, 2) CP N sigma model can be glued together from a U(1)-character and characters
. These characters were calculated in [13] . Looking back at (3.22), we see that the partition functions of these two models give the bosonic part of the bulk partition function (up to the U(1) vacuum character) of our higher spin supergravity theory. Alternatively one can start by considering another level-rank duality. According to [25] there is strong evidence that the super versions of the complex Grassmanians
with central charges
have duality in the permutation of m, n, l. Besides the obvious permutation of m, n this gives dualities
Our coset (5.1) can be written as G (1, N, k) . The first relation is thus the level rank duality mentioned in the beginning of the section which exchanges N and k.
This suggests that our theory in the 't Hooft limit is invariant under the exchange
Indeed, we get a strong confirmation of this from the bulk side of the theory where the partition function has this invariance (3.15).
The second duality in (5.17) gives us the following relation
One advantage in considering this coset as our starting point is that if we want to calculate some branching functions, we only have to look at embedding into level one algebras. Further, we can now rewrite the characters of the coset using the following three conformal embeddings (see e.g. [41] ):
The glueing of the characters then takes the same form as above 22) where the U(1) in the denominator has level Nk(N + k) in the direction of the first U(1) and level Nk(N + k) 2 in the direction of the second U(1). We can calculate the last U (1) coset branching function to be the extended U(1) affine character 23) with the constraint
Here l 3 is the charge of the U(1) N k(N +k)(N +k+1) in the denominator, l 1 is the charge of U(1) N k(N +k) and l 2 the charge of U(1) N k . Since we thus know branching functions for the three cosets, we only need to know the branching functions of the three conformal embeddings to get the characters of our new coset.
States of the coset theory
The states of the coset (5.1) are labeled by the highest weight representations as (ρ, s; ν, m). The labels ρ and ν are highest weights of su(N + 1) and su(N), respectively. The labels s and m take values in Z 4 and Z N (N +1)(k+N +1) . We are only interested in the NS-sector, so we only use s = 0, 2. The selection rule is 25) where |σ| is the number of boxes in the Young tableau corresponding to the weight σ. We denote outer automorphisms of su(M) as A M , which are generated by the cyclic rotations of affine Dynkin labels as in (2.6) of [1] . Then the field identifications are
The conformal dimension for the state with (ρ, s; ν, m) is given by and C M (adj) = M for fundamental and adjoint representations, respectively. The integer n is the grade at which (ν ⊕ m) appears in (ρ ⊕ s). In the 't Hooft limit N, k → ∞ with keeping
finite, the Casimir eigenvalues become
Thus the conformal dimensions are 
where we set n = 0. We can have the same states with conformal weighth for the antichiral sector. The full states consist of the product of chiral and anti-chiral sectors, and their conformal dimension is ∆ = h +h. These are consistent with the second choice in (3.10). Next we take ρ = 0 and ν = f, then we may choose m = −N − 1. For s = 0, we set n = 1 and then find
For s = 2, we set n = 0 and find
These are consistent with the first choice in (3.10) . In analogy to [1] , this suggests that the characters of the fusion orbits of (f, 0; 0, N) and (f, 2; 0, N) together with their conjugate states generate Z Let us also consider the second coset description that we introduced by a level-rank duality in eq. (5.21). In the same way as above we label the primaries by (ρ 0 , s; ρ 1 , ρ 2 , q). The conformal weights take the form [25] h(ρ 0 , s; ρ 1 , ρ 2 , q) = s
Further we have two selection rules in the NS-sector [44] 
A suggestion for the generating states are thus the four states with dimensions
Note that in this case there is no need for considering heights of the embeddings. One can also determine the superconformal U(1) charges as [25] Q(ρ 0 , s;
and we thus get modulo two 38) that is −2h. A concrete proposal for how to glue the chiral and anti-chiral states and generate the bulk spectrum is that the bosonic matter is generated from
and their fusions, and the fermionic matter from the fusions of
Using the glueing (5.22) we can calculate the characters corresponding to each of the states. Since the conformal embedding of the Dirac fermions into Majorana fermions contains all orders of even/odd antisymmetric products of the fundamental and antifundamental this will in principle be an infinite series. Calculating the first term containing only the fundamental or the trivial representation gives us:
is the branching function of the large N minimal coset, and χ (l 1 , l 2 ; l 3 ) is the branching function for the U(1) coset (5.23). Each of our basic characters reduces to a single minimal coset character times the vacuum part for the remaining two characters which have vanishing conformal dimension. Note that the bosonic part (5.39) indeed correspond to the generators of the expected minimal cosets (3.22) (after considering also the conjugated states) with the spin one part coming from the U(1) branching function. The branching functions have been computed in [1, 13] . This allows us to compute some leading terms of the CFT partition function. We get Z CFT = 1 + q +q + 2 1 + 2q + 2q + ...) (qq) This indeed agrees with leading terms of the bulk partition function.
Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we proposed that Vasiliev's higher spin supergravity theory with symmetry algebra shs[λ] [2, 3] is the holographic dual to the N = (2, 2) CP N Kazama-Suzuki coset [24] 
in the 't Hooft limit with N, k infinite, but
The conjecture is based on symmetry and partition function considerations. The symmetry of the CFT is the N = 2 W N +1 algebra. This algebra is obtained via DrinfeldSokolov reduction from affine sl(N + 1|N) corresponding to a certain principal embedding of sl (2) . The massless sector of higher spin AdS 3 supergravity is a large N limit of SL(N + 1|N) ⊗ SL(N + 1|N) Chern-Simons theory. Imposing AdS boundary conditions is equivalent to the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of the corresponding current algebra [9, 11] . Thus the asymptotic symmetry near the boundary is a large N limit of N = 2 W N +1 algebra. We compute the bulk partition function and compare it with the CFT. In particular, the computation of one loop determinant for the higher spin spinors is new. The vacuum character of the CFT agrees with the massless part of the higher spin theory. The level-rank duality and some supersymmetry considerations further support our conjecture that the bulk partition function agrees with the one of the CFT. For the matter sector we could compute the characters to lowest non-trivial order and find agreement with the bulk.
We also observe that the partition function is invariant under the exchange of couplings
On the CFT side this exchange of coupling constants is a level-rank duality. It thus seems likely that the theories possess a strong-weak self-duality. It should be verified in what sense the self-duality holds. In order to establish the duality proposed in this paper, we have to collect more evidence. The supergravity partition function is computed as in (3.15) , and this should be reproduced by taking the 't Hooft limit of the CFT partition function. We have already obtained several supports, but the direct proof is desired. Even if it is difficult, the comparison of elliptic genus would give some important clues. The conjecture is also based on the symmetry argument. For the Chern-Simons theory with sl(N + 1|N) symmetry, we have seen that the asymptotic symmetry is N = 2 W N +1 algebra. However, Vasiliev's theory has infinite dimensional symmetry shs[λ], and we need to take a large N limit with a special care for the analysis of asymptotic symmetry. Another possible test of the duality is to compare the RG-flow of both theories. Since the theories of the both sides of duality are tractable ones, there may be a chance to give a proof of the duality including the bosonic sub-sector.
Once the large N equivalence is well-established, we may include 1/N corrections. For the CFT side it is a trivial task, but for the gravity side it means that we have to deal with the quantum corrections of the gravity theory. Speaking in a different way, this duality would give a hint to quantize the gravity theory. We hope that the extension to supersymmetric models helps us for this investigation. ) generate osp(2|2) subalgebra. Here the labels take n ∈ Z and r ∈ Z + 1/2 satisfying |n| ≤ s − 1 and |r| ≤ s − 1/2. The other commutation relations can be found in [46] in principle. For λ = 1 the structure constants are given in [49] in terms of functions (A.4), therefore it is natural to expect that they are written in a similar way even for generic λ. Probably they are also found in [28] as for SU(ν + 1|ν), see (ii) above.
B The heat kernel method
Applying the heat kernel method as in [26, 27] , we compute (3.12) and (3.3) with s = 1. We use the formula in (6.9) and (7.2) of [27] − log det(−∆ (s) + m 
B.2 Vector fields
The s = 1 sub-sector in the decomposition (2.6) of SL(N + 1|N) supergroup is given by the Abelian group, so the Chern-Simons action at the free limit becomes quite simple as
We have used ∇ µ for the covariant derivative on the AdS space. The gauge symmetry is generated by
Notice that there is no contribution from A ∧ A ∧ A like terms for the Abelian sector. If such terms exist, then we can integrate ω µ = 1 2
(A µ +Ã µ ) and obtain the free action for e µ = 1 2 (A µ −Ã µ ) used in [12] . The action used in [12] with s = 1 is Yang-Mills action in three dimension, but we cannot use it for the reason. In fact, our theory is topological, but Yang-Mills theory is not. For Yang-Mills theory, the one loop determinant was computed in [26] .
As in [12] we decompose the gauge field as a µ = a If we put this decomposition into the action (4.9), then we obtain the same expression with a µ ,ã µ replaced by a The subscript implies that the derivative acts on a scalar field.
For the transverse components, the one loop determinant is given by det −1 (ǫ µρν ∇ ρ ) In the last equality we have used the formula (4.6). Therefore, the determinant can be written as In total, the one loop determinant is given by
(B.14)
Applying the formula (B.1), we have log Z 
